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Abstract. We find several necessary and sufficient conditions for the Julia set

J of a polynomial of degree d > 2 to be an indecomposable continuum. One

condition that may be easier to check than others is the following: Suppose J

is connected; then J is an indecomposable continuum iff the impression of some

prime end of the unbounded complementary domain of J has interior in J .

1. Introduction

The Julia set /(/) of a polynomial / of degree d > 2 is always a compact,

perfect, nonempty subset of the complex plane C. When the critical points of

/ all have bounded orbits, J(f) is a continuum [M, Theorem 17.3]. Beginning

with classical work of Julia and Fatou, and more recently through the work of

Branner, Douady, Herman, Hubbard, Lyubich, Yoccoz, and others, an under-

standing of the topological structure of the Julia sets of polynomials is growing,

at least in those cases where the Julia set is locally connected. An excellent

introduction to the current state of affairs is Milnor's lecture notes [M].

As Sullivan and Douady have observed, however, there are polynomials with

non-locally-connected Julia sets, even in the family of quadratic polynomials [M,

Corollary 18.6]. In fact, Douady has shown in an unpublished proof that there

are Julia sets in the quadratic family whose unbounded complementary domain
contains a prime end of the third (or fourth) kind. The topological structure

of these non-locally-connected Julia sets remains a mystery. In particular, how

badly non-locally-connected they may be is unknown. It is that mystery which

motivates our study herein of necessary and sufficient conditions for the Julia

set of a polynomial to be an indecomposable continuum. Our main results are

Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. We also raise some questions (2.3, 3.6-3.8). Additional

questions about non-locally-connected Julia sets may be found in [B].
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1.1. Prime end uniformization. Let U C C be a simply connected domain with

nondegenerate boundary and </>: D —► U a complex analytic homeomorphism,

as guaranteed by the Riemann Mapping Theorem. We call <f> a (prime end)

uniformization of U. Each prime end of U corresponds to a unique point n e
dD. Prime end theory was introduced by Caratheodory to study the approaches

to the boundary of a simply connected domain. The facts about prime end

theory summarized below may be found in [P, CL, M, Br]. For convenience,

we identify R/Z = dD, and by n we denote both the point n e dD and the

prime end n of U corresponding to that point.

Suppose 4> : D —> U is a uniformization and n e dD = R/Z.  Let R^ =

<7i([0, n)) denote the image in U of the radial ray

[0,rj) = {zeC\z = re2ni" and 0 < r < 1}

in D. The radial limit set (also called principal set) at n is the continuum

P(n) — Rq- Rn in dU . The impression of the prime end n is the continuum

I(n) = I w € C | 3{z,} c D, Zi—*n and </>(z,-) —■+ w >

contained in dU. There exists a ray (i.e., half-open arc) 5, in D from 0 to

n , not necessarily radial, such that I(r\) = (j>{Sn) - <j>{Sn). When the radial limit

set is a point p e dU, we say /?, lands on p. A point p & dU is accessible

from U iff there exists a ray R in U such that R-R — {p}. A point p edll

is accessible with respect to a prime end n of (7 iff F(?/) — {/?} . Each point of
dU accessible from U is accessible with respect to at least one prime end of

U.
Closer to Caratheodory's original formulation is the definition of prime ends

in terms of chains of crosscuts of U. In this connection, we have

P(n) = < w e C | 3 a chain {Q,-}Jf i of crosscuts

in U defining n with Q,■ —■* w >,

oo oo

(=i   i=i

where £/, is the component of U - Qj which contains Q, for all 7 > i in the

chain {Q,}^, of crosscuts defining a prime end r\.

1.2. Kinds of prime ends.   Consider the conditions

(1) P(n) is degenerate.

(2) I(t1) = P(r1).

A prime end n is of the first, second, third, or fourth kind accordingly, as n

satisfies both (1) and (2), (1) only, (2) only, or neither (1) nor (2). For a given

domain U, let Et = £,(£/) denote the set of points in dD corresponding to

prime ends of the /th kind. A simple dense canal (also called a Lake-of-Wada

channel) is a prime end n such that I(n) — P(n) = dU. In what follows, we

will need the following theorem of Collingwood about kinds of prime ends [P,

p. 50]:
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1.3. Theorem.  EiliE^ is a residual set in dD.

1.4. Polynomials. Suppose that /: C -* C is a polynomial of degree d > 2.

By J if) we denote the Julia set (unstable set), by F(f) the Fatou set (stable

set), and by K(f) the filled-in Julia set of / (that is, K(f) = the union of
J(f) and its bounded complementary domains, if any). (See [M] or [DH1] for

definitions.)
We will limit ourselves to polynomials for which J(f) is connected. In this

case, J{f) = dK{f) = d{C - K(f)) [M, Lemma 17.1]. We will be concerned

with the prime end structure of the simply connected domain U = C - K(f),

which is the domain of attraction of 00 , and the relationship between the prime

end structure of U and the topological structure of the boundary dU = J(f).

It will be convenient for us to use C - D as the uniformizing domain. There

exists a Botkher uniformization 0 : C - D —► U such that 0(oo) = 00 and 0

conjugates / on U to h(z) — zd on C-D; that is, /o0 = 0o/j [M, Theorem

17.3]. For t] 6 dD, Douady and Hubbard call the ray R,, = 0([oo, n)) in U

the external ray at n. Note that the map z —» zd on dD is n -> dn on R/Z.

2. Prime end lemmas

We suppose throughout the remaining sections that U is a simply connected

domain in C with nondegenerate boundary. When so stated, we specialize to

U = C - K(f) for / a polynomial of degree d > 2 and J(f) connected.

2.1. Lemma. Suppose that 0: C-D —► U is any uniformization, h(z) = zd on

C-D (d > 2), and <f) o h o <j>-1 : U —> U extends continuously to H : U —> U.

Then for all nedD, H{I(n)) = I{dn) and H(P(n)) = P{dn).

Proof. Let r\ e dD. Let x e H{I{n)). Choose x0 e I(n) such that H(x0) = x .

Then there exists z, € C - D such that z, —» r\ and 0(z,) —» xq . Hence,

h(zi) -> dn and </> o /j(z,) = H o <j)(zj) -» H(x0) = x. Thus, x e I(dn).

Therefore, H(I{n)) c I{dn).

Conversely, let x e I{dn). Then there exist zx e C - D such that z, —> dn

and (j>(Zj) —> x. Since h(z) - zd, we can pull back to find a sequence z\ e

C - D, such that A(zJ) = z,, and z\ —> n . Taking a subsequence if necessary,

we may suppose </>(z() —> x' for some x' e dU. Then x' e I(f]). Now
H o <7>(z;.) = 0o h(z'i) = 0(z,-) -» x . By continuity of H, // o 0(zj) -♦ //(x').

Hence, we have H{x') = x. Thus, x e H(I(n)). Therefore, I(dn) c H(I(n)).

Now consider ./?,, = 0([oo, J7)) c [/. Since P(?/) = Rn - Rn, we have

H{P(ij)) = H(R~r, - Rn) = H(R^) - H{Rr,). Then we haye_ //(/?,) = // o

0([oo ,//)) = 0 o ̂ ([00, n)) = 0([oo, dn)) = Rd„. Also, H(R~n) C //(/?,), by

continuity of //. Hence,

H(P(rj)) = H(Rn) - H(R„) C ̂ (^) - //(7?,) = R^-Rd, = P(dri).

Therefore, H(P(n)) C P(^f/).

Conversely, let x € P(dn). Then x e Rdri - Rdrj. Let wt e Rdtl such that

Wi -* x. We can pull back to find a sequence w[ e Rn such that //(iu(') = wt

and u;- -> x' for some x' e dU. Then x' e P(?;). Since H(w[) = w,: -> x,

we have 7/(x') = x . Thus, x 6 H(P(n)). Therefore, P(dn) c H{P(n)).   D
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2.2. Lemma. Suppose that f is a polynomial of degree d > 2 with J = J(f)

connected. Let U = C - K(f) and suppose 0 : C - D —> U is a uniformization

such that 0(oo) = oo and 0 conjugates f to h(z) = zd on C-D. If n e dD

such that I{n) = J, then J = {j^^h-^r,) W) •

Proof. Let x € J - {critical points of /} and let xo = f{x). Since I(n) = J ,

there exists {z,} c C-D such that z, —► n and 0(z,) -» xo . Since Xo is not a

critical value, there are neighborhoods N of x and f{N) of Xo homeomorphic

under /. We may assume 0(z,) e f(N), for all i. Since U is fully invariant

under /, there exist 4, e £/ n TV such that f(qi) - 0(z,) and qt> -+ x . Then

0o/zo0-1((?/) = 0(z,),

so ho(j)~l(qi) = Zj. As there are exactly d preimages of xo in /, the 0_1(#,) 's

converge to some one of the d preimages n' e h~l(n). Hence, x e I{n'). Since

J - {critical points of /} is dense in J and I(n') is closed for each of the

finitely many n' e h~l(n), it follows that J c U^e/i-'C/) ̂ (f') •   D

Observe that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 require that 0o/jo0_1 ; U -* U

extend analytically to U, while the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 require only a

continuous extension. (Note that f\ U in Lemma 2.2 is the extension called H

in Lemma 2.1.) This raises the following question:

2.3. Question. Does Lemma 2.2 hold under the weaker hypotheses of Lemma

2.1?

3. Indecomposable Julia sets

Let X be a nondegenerate indecomposable continuum contained in the com-

plex plane C. The union of all proper subcontinua containing a point x of X

is called a composant of X. The collection of composants of X forms a par-

tition of X into disjoint sets. The continuum X contains uncountably many

composants, and each composant is a dense Fa in X [HY, p. 140].
A composant C of X is said to be internal iff every continuum L inter-

secting both C and the complement of X intersects all composants of X.

Otherwise C is external. Krasinkiewicz introduced the notion of internal com-

posants [Kl] and proved that the union of the internal composants of X is

a nonempty GVsubset of X [K2]. It follows that the union of the external

composants of X is an iv-subset of X (which, of course, is nonempty).
In this section, we shall use the following fact about internal composants [K2,

Theorem 2.3]. (See also [Ru, Lemma 4; H, Theorem 1].)

3.1. Theorem. Let X be a nonseparating plane continuum. If Y is an inde-

composable subcontinuum of the boundary of X and C is an internal composant
of Y, then any subcontinuum of X intersecting both C and the complement of

Y contains Y.

The following theorem is the first of our main results. Perhaps condition (2)

or (3) below will prove easier to verify (or refute) for a given Julia set / than

other well-known conditions equivalent to / being indecomposable.
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3.2. Theorem. Suppose the continuum J = J(f) is the Julia set of a polyno-

mial f of degree d > 2. Let U - C - K(f). The following are equivalent:

(1) J is indecomposable.
(2) Some indecomposable subcontinuum of J has nonempty interior in J.

(3) The impression of some prime end of U has nonempty interior in J.

(4) The impression of some prime end of U is equal to J.

Proof   (1) =► (2). Trivial.
(2) =*• (3) • This follows from [Ru, Theorem 4].
(3) => (4). Let V be an open set in C such that V n J c I{n) for some

prime end n of U. For n sufficiently large, the image fn(VC\J) of VC\J is

all of J [M, Corollary 11.2]. Since V n J c I(n), it follows from Lemma 2.1

that
/ = /"(Kn/)cA/(i)) = /(A).

Hence, (4) is satisfied.
(4) =>• (1). Suppose I(n) = J for some prime end n of U. From [Ru,

Theorem 2], we know that either / is indecomposable or J is the union AllB

of two of its proper indecomposable subcontinua A and B . In the latter case,

the interior of A and the interior of B are nonempty, and so for sufficiently

large n, fn(A) = Al)B = fn(B), by [M, Corollary 11.2]. It follows that the
image under /" of each composant of A and of each composant of B is dense

in ,4115.

Let

sf = {C | C is a composant of A and either fn(C) D A or f"{C) D B) ,

95 = {C | C is a composant of fi and either f"{C) D A or /"(C) D 5} .

Since /" is finite-to-one, both sf and 98 contain only a finite number of

composants. Hence, sf* and 98* (the union of the composants in sf and

98 , respectively) are each Fa -subsets of / with empty interior.

We claim that each composant C of either A or B that does not belong to

j/ U 98 has the property that

/"(C)cExt(^)uExt(fi) ,

where Ext(^) denotes the union of the external composants of A. To see

this, one must check four similar cases; we check one of them: suppose C is a

composant of A not in sf . Since f(C) is dense in AL)B , there is a continuum

Z c f"(C) which meets both A - B and B . Suppose Z meets a composant
D of B, and by way of contradiction, suppose D is an internal composant

of B. Then by Theorem 3.1, Z contains B, implying f(C) contains B, a

contradiction of A £ sf .
Since Ext(^) and Ext(fl) are F„ 's [K2, Theorem 3.2], so is Ext(^)uExt(fi),

and hence, (/")"' (Ext{A) U Ext(B)) is an Fa . Since

AUB = S/*U^*U (/")"' (Ext(^) U Ext(B))  ,

it follows from the Baire Category Theorem that (/")"' (Ext(^) U Ext(fl)) con-

tains an open set W. Then fn{W) c Ext(^)UExt(5), a set with empty interior

in J. Since the Julia set / is completely invariant, the restriction of /" to J

is an open map of J onto itself. This contradiction proves the theorem.   □

The Baire Category Theorem implies the following corollary.
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3.3. Corollary. Suppose the continuum J = J(f) is the Julia set of a poly-

nomial f of degree d > 2. Let U — C - K(f). If J is either the union
of a countable number of indecomposable continua or a countable number of

impressions of prime ends of U, then J is an indecomposable continuum.

The following theorem and corollary give us some insight into what an in-

decomposable Julia set J of a quadratic polynomial would have to look like.

The domain of attraction U of infinity would have to have ubiquitous Lake-

of-Wada channels, each dense in the continuum J bounding U, Moreover,

no composant of J could contain more than one point accessible from U. In

addition, no point x of / could be accessible with respect to more than one

prime end of any complementary domain V of C - J; otherwise, one could

construct a simple closed curve in J/u{x} that would show x was a separating

point of J, contradicting J being indecomposable.

The pseudocircle in certain embeddings in C is an example of a continuum

with the properties described above. This example, and simpler (not hereditar-

ily indecomposable) examples, are discussed in [BGM, MO]. (Also see [Rl].)

These examples, however, all separate the plane into exactly two complementary

domains.

Theorem 3.4 and its corollary ought to be true for any polynomial / of

degree d > 2; however, our proof only works for polynomials with symmetric

Julia sets, that is, those invariant under multiplication by a fifth root of unity.

We prove the theorem only for d = 2.

3.4. Theorem. Suppose fc{z) = z2 + c with J = J(fc) connected. Let U be

the domain C - K(fc). Suppose that 0 : C - D —> U is a uniformization such

that 0(oo) = oo and 0 conjugates fc on U to fo on C-D. Then the following

are equivalent:

(1) The Julia set J is indecomposable.

(2) For some prime end n of U, I(n) = J.

(3) For a dense subset 2 of dD, for each n e 2 , I(n) — J .

(4) For every prime end n of U, I(n) = J .

(5) The set of simple dense canals of U is a residual set in dD.

(6) Some prime end n of U is a simple dense canal.

Proof.   (1) o (2). By Theorem 3.2, (1) and (2) are equivalent.

(2) •«• (3). Suppose n is a prime end of U for which I(n) = J . Let <7i and

f]2 = Vi + 1/2 be the two preimages of n in dD under f0. Then by Lemma

2.2, J — I(ni) U I(r]2). Now K(fc) is symmetric with respect to rotation by

n radians (z ^ -z = en'z). Since 0(z2) = 0(/o(z)) = fc{<t>{z)) = 0(z)2 + c

and 0 is one-to-one, a calculation shows that 0(-z) = -0(z). Hence, I{n\) is

ambiently homeomorphic to Ifa). (To see this, imitate the proof of Lemma
2.1.) Thus, either both I{n\) and I{r\2) are proper subcontinua of J orneither

is. Since J is indecomposable (by (2) => (1)), we have I(n\) - J = I{n2).

The set

3T = {n' e dD | fj(n') = 2"n' = n for some n = 0, 1, 2, ... }

of iterated preimages of r\ under f0 is dense in dD. By applying the argument

in the preceding paragraph inductively, I(n') = J for all n' € 3 .
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(3) =>• (4). Suppose 31 is a dense set of points of dD corresponding to

prime ends with impression all of J. Then for any crosscut Q of U, we

can find between the endpoints in dD of 0~'(<2), in either circular direction,

an element of 3> . Thus, the domains U\ and Ui in U cut off by Q each

have dUj D J . Thus, for each prime end n e dD, defined by a chain of such

crosscuts, we have I(n) = J.

(4) => (5). Since all prime ends of U have I(n) = 7 , there is no prime end

of the first kind. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that the set of prime ends of the

third kind and, consequently, the set of simple dense canals, is residual in dD.

(5) => (6). Trivial.

(6) =*• (2). By definition, a simple dense canal is a prime end n for which

Pin) — I{vi) — J ■ (Alternately, by [Ru, Theorem 3] the existence of a simple
dense canal directly implies (1) J indecomposable.)   □

3.5. Corollary. Suppose fc(z) = z2 + c with J(f) an indecomposable contin-

uum. Then no composant of J(fc) can contain the principal set of more than

one prime end of the domain U = C - K(fc).

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 11 in [Rl], using the

dense set 3 of Theorem 3.4(3). (Also see [Br, Theorem 3.3] for the general

principle.)   □

3.6. Question. Is there a (quadratic) polynomial whose Julia set is an inde-

composable continuum?

3.7. Question. Does Theorem 3.4 hold for all polynomials / of degree d > 2

for which /(/) is connected? (The problematic step is (2) => (3).)

An affirmative answer to the following question would imply an affirmative

answer to Question 3.7.

3.8. Question. Suppose / is a polynomial of degree d > 2 with J{f) con-

nected. Let U be the domain C - K(f). Suppose that 0 : C - D —> U is a
uniformization such that 0(oo) = oo and 0 conjugates f to h(z) = zd on

C-D. Suppose further that for some prime end n of U , I(n) has interior in

J(f) (or, if you prefer, I(n) - J{f)) ■ Does it follow that for each n' e h~l(n),

I(n') has interior in J(f) ?

3.9. Remark. The second author [R3] has obtained theorems analogous to

those in §3 for boundaries of Siegel disks.
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